DATE: December 5, 2018
TO: WIC Coordinators
FROM: State WIC Staff
SUBJECT: Brush Art Update on Ordering Process

On Monday, December 3rd, Brush Art made two updates to their ordering site to improve and simplify the ordering process.

 Ordering process
- After entering an order quantity and placing the order for that item, users will be redirected back to “Request Materials page” -- rather than going to the “Shopping Cart” and having to hit “continue shopping” each time. A notification will appear at the top of your screen confirming the item was added to the cart.
- The thumbnail images on the right of a product picture gallery were displaying incorrectly for when using the Internet Explorer Browser. The thumbnails now display correctly on the right of the main image. You can select an individual thumbnail image to move through the available product pictures.

 Item Stock Update
If you previously ordered materials and received an “out of stock” message, all depleted stock items are now replenished and available for order.

 Tip to Simplify the Ordering Process
Use the “Quick Links” at the top of the “Request Materials” page. By selecting a card series, you will only see the nutrition education cards in that series. A shorter list will display and you can select the item.

If you have any questions or comments on the Brush Art ordering process or on the new Nutrition Education Cards, contact Rebecca Gruenes at 651-201-3643 or rebecca.gruenes@state.mn.us